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How and Why The Covenant 
Learning Committee Came About

• January 2019 – Elea, Cyndy and Loraine (members of the Welcoming 
All Group (WAG)) signed on to edit/rewrite FP’s existing Covenant of 
Community.
• Needs updated (Existing document was written in 2008)
• Language needs to be more uplifting and thoughtful and less commanding 

• Loraine wrote a beautiful new draft J, we looked at other UU church 
covenants, we tried to find language that felt more inviting…
• Ultimately decided that the original is too wordy and doesn’t touch 

upon WHY someone might attend First Parish or what makes being UU 
and attending First Parish so special.
• We decided that it needs to be rewritten.
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• May 21st, Elea, Cyndy and Loraine attended a workshop, “Walking 
the Talk of Covenant,” hosted by the New England Region UUA.
• It was jaw-dropping!  Life changing!  Faith changing!  A truly spiritual 

experience!

• Realized that FP’s existing Covenant of Community is really a list of 
behaviors and expectations for ways to practice being in covenant.  
(*Note, it was originally called, Expectations For Active Membership)

• Realized that our covenant should grow out of our Mission Statement.

How and Why The Covenant 
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First Parish’s working Mission Statement:

“We are a community seeking to deepen 
spiritually, to take care of one another, and

to be a blessing to the world.”

Attending this workshop led us to WHY and left us
with way more questions than answers!
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• Summer 2019, formally created FP’s Covenant Learning Committee to 
reclaim and revitalize the practice of covenanting at First Parish. 
• Members – Rev. Elea Kemler, Cyndy Premru, Loraine Scampini, Barbara Rich, 

John Appleton
• We want to deepen our congregations understanding of covenant - by 

sharing, exploring and experiencing what we have learned and are still 
learning.  
• The most important part of our identity is knowing why we say YES to 

each other, to First Parish.  This (covenant) is what holds us together 
as a congregation and distinguishes us as Unitarian Universalists.
• We want to create and explore covenant within the larger UU 

community including other churches.
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• September 2019, met with NE UUA and six 
other congregations around New England as
Covenant Learning Community.
• Supportive relationships with peers from other 

congregations as we all work to renew or 
revitalize our covenantal practices in our 
congregations.
• Safe place to share approaches, challenges, and 

plans for how we are addressing covenant at 
home congregations.  
• Deepening our exploration of what covenantal 

practice could look like and how we can help 
guide our congregation into deeper practice.
• Meetings and homework throughout the year.

New England UUA Covenant 
Learning Community

L-R Rev. Elea Kemler, Barbara Rich, Cyndy Premru, 
Loraine Scampini.  Missing is John Appleton.



Old French (12th century) covenant, 
convenant - noun.  "agreement, pact, 
promise" 
Latin convenire - verb. "come together, 
unite;”

Meaning of Covenant

Online Etymology Dictionary

https://www.etymonline.com/word/covenant



• Covenant is the birthright and foundation of Unitarian Universalism.
• We don’t have creeds or sacraments.  We are held together by 
covenants around shared values, expectations, and commitments.
• Covenant is practiced in community with one another.  It is an 

intentional practice.  
• Covenant is multi-dimensional.  

• It is intimate – we are in covenant with ourselves and each other.  
• It is ultimate – we are in covenant with a purpose greater than ourselves.
• It is our tradition and our future – we are accountable for holding our faith 

ancestors and traditions in covenant as well as future generations.

A Brief Summary of What We 
Learned About Covenant…



• “Covenant is inherently aspirational.  It is about who we seek to be, 
not always who we are now.”  - Joe Sullivan, NE UUA
• It is the promises we make to ourselves and to each other about how 

we will be in relationship with one another.  When things are easy and 
when things get difficult.
• We do this by recognizing that as human beings, we are imperfect. 

We make, keep, break, and must renew our covenants over and over 
again.
• Covenant recognizes that we will fall short of our aspirations and we 

will not always be our best self at times.  

A Brief Summary of What We 
Learned About Covenant…





• Covenant provides the strength that invites us back into relationship.  
• “Come, yet again, come”

• Covenant holds the promises that we make to one another that draw 
us towards something larger than any one of us individually.
• “Covenant is a feeling that is hard to put into words. It’s intimate, 

personal, communal. Honors past, present and future. It gets both 
bigger and smaller the more we talk about it. ” - Loraine S.
• We have learned that this is/is going to be hard. It is hard to 

communicate something that is so deep and does not come out in 
words easily and is not easily or quickly understood. 

A Brief Summary of What We 
Learned About Covenant…



• We’ve realized that the deep understanding of covenant is a journey.   
It is about deepening or spiritual practice.  It’s not about words on a 
piece of paper.  It’s about a feeling… 
• We are struggling with how to educate our congregation on ideas 

we’re still grappling with ourselves.
• We first need to deepen our practice, our relationships, our 

experience of covenant at First Parish.  Doing this will lead us into 
discussions and into putting our covenant into words. 
• People are coming from many different starting points with regards to 

their understanding of covenant.

A Brief Summary of What We 
Learned About Covenant…



Questions we keep asking ourselves

• How do we start practicing living into a religious covenant rather than 
just focusing on finding the right words to put on paper?
• How do we put this feeling of covenant into words that others will 

understand?
• How do we include the whole congregation in developing a covenant?
• How do we simplify and communicate, in words, something that is so 

deep and does not come out in words easily and is not easily or 
quickly understood. 
• How can the practice of covenant be so difficult to live yet it is 

essential to living into the promise of our faith?



”Covenant holds a whole vision for how to live in 
this complicated, beautiful, and broken world.  
It is a vision that says we are most human when 
we bind ourselves in relationship.  But not just 
any relationship – relationships of trust, mutual 
accountability, and continual return.”

- Rev. Gretchen Haley



Photo credit: Cyndy Premru

Stone Cairns
The sigil, or symbol, 

that we came up with 
for our covenant.

Cairns symbolize balance, strength and patience.  Each rock depends on 
another.  They hold each other up, rising high towards something greater than 
ourselves. They honor the past, present and future. Connecting nature in this 
externalized expression is uplifting and a very powerful tool for expanding the 
spirit. 



What have we done so far?

• Joined the NE UUA’s Covenant Learning Community
• Covenant themed worship service on September 22nd, The Thread 

That Runs Between Us (aka Threads and Rocks) 
• Order of Service had our sigil on the cover

• Chalice Lighting was on covenant

• Cairns were displayed all over the sanctuary - on the window sills and the 
high and low pulpits. 



• A few members of the congregation attended worship service at the 
Harvard UU Church on Nov. 3rd as part of our commitment to create 
connection with other congregations in our Covenant Learning 
Community.
• We applied for a grant from FP’s Endowment Fund to purchase a 

membership to Soul Matters Sharing Circle, a network of Unitarian 
Universalist congregations who share resources and materials for 
small groups, worship, sermon, music and children’s religious 
education resources.
• They have valuable resources to help run small group ministry’s on covenant 

as well as lots of other resources.

What have we done so far?



Next Steps:
Stronger Than Coffee Conversations

• Hold during Coffee Hour
• Develop a framework for the conversations we want to have with the 

congregation.

• Keep in mind that we are all at very different places, we have all had different 
experiences and we all have different capacities to hold information.

• The point is not to get to the same place, the point is to grow from where you 
are.

• Remember that we are asking people to use covenant work as a means to 
deepen our spirituality and relationships. 



Next Steps: Skill Building

• Develop Small Group Ministry (SGM) for newcomers and for those 
who have not been in Small Group to learn some of the skills related 
to being in covenant - including communication, listening, sharing, 
how to handle conflict, etc.

• Can also develop SGM for people who have been in SGM before but 
want to learn more about skill building related to covenant.



Next Steps: Asking Questions

• Figure out the powerful questions that we want to ask members of current 
committees, the Board, the Trustees, SGM’s, COA Mentors, and RE classes 
(*not questions relating to covenant).
• Questions such as - What holds them here?  Why did they join this committee?  

What do they bring here?  What have they found here?  What do they carry with 
them when they leave?  Why do they attend FP?  What do they learn about in RE?   
What do they learn about in church?

• Answers to these questions will show common threads that will help us find a 
common language that will ultimately lead us to conversations about covenant.

• Remind ourselves that people are already living out covenant in various places and 
groups though they may not be using the word, ‘covenant.’

• Goal is to reflect the common bonds that people have developed/are developing 
with each other.  



• We need to look at and celebrate what we already do well!  

• Acknowledge and celebrate our strengths, the things that we do well.

• Ask ourselves, how are we already in relationship with one another? 

• Catch ourselves and others when we are in covenant with one another.

• When we make, keep, break, and renew covenant with each other.  (refer to slides 9-11)

• Don’t focus on the things we think we’re doing wrong or need to 
improve on. 

Next Steps: Celebrate what we do!



It’s a Verb, It’s a Noun, It’s a Super-Word!

• It’s a Verb, It’s a Noun, It’s a Super-Word!, is a poem about covenant, 
by Barbara Rich, October 15, 2019

• We shared Barbara’s wonderful poem as a prayer with our New 
England Region UUA Covenant Learning Community members at our 
last ZOOM meeting on October 28th.



Covenant Learning Committee members:
Rev. Elea Kemler, Minister
John Appleton
Cyndy Premru
Barbara Rich
Loraine Scampini

Feel free to reach out to us anytime at covenant@uugroton.org

Some of the content in this presentation was adapted from New England Region UUA: Walking The Talk of 
Covenant, Spring 2019

Thank you!

mailto:covenant@uugroton.org

